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while a school professor exiled from academia retreats to his Maryland home, he witnesses a
stunning homicide actually in his personal yard and learns to his peril bird's-eye viewpoint can
occasionally exhibit risky truths. choked with particular atmosphere, wealthy characterizations,
and progressively escalating suspense, J. F. Freedman's most up-to-date journey de strength is
destined to Bird's-Eye View affix its predecessors on a immediately flight up bestseller lists.
Suspenseful story units stable pace, not only for the birds!Freedman has six earlier novels, yet
was once unknown to us till a chum insisted we learn "Bird's-Eye". We were not sorry, as our
writer combines good writing talents having the ability to trap our curiosity instantly and continue
us turning pages in a rush with secret and suspense. Already in bankruptcy One, we meet our
best man, Fritz Tullis, yet do not know why this thirty-something high-achiever, from a landowning kinfolk filthy rich for generations, resides in a shack on his mother's estate within the
swampish backwoods of the reduce Chesapeake Bay. He spends his days doping, drinking,
and having fun with prepared intercourse partners, with occasional forays into the swamp to
photo birds (hence the title) with lengthy telephoto lenses. via chapter's end, his digicam
catches a homicide on a close-by estate with a personal air strip from a concealed, at the water,
vantage element nobody may ever understand about.Tullis spends a lot of the 1st 1/2 the tale
staying uninvolved - yet as he learns extra in regards to the power culprits, or at the very least
the conspirators involved, he can't withstand doing the suitable factor (solving the crime)
whereas looking little aid from the authorities, with whom he knew he might have little credibility.
Meanwhile, one other new girlfriend takes a little bit an excessive amount of curiosity in either
the birds, one in every of that is a unprecedented whooping crane, in addition to the homicide
mystery; and we readers get adequate information to sniff a rat a lot ahead of does Tullis.
Corruption and politics quickly input the fray as an Assistant Secretary of State, James Roach
Bird's-Eye View (presumably no pun!) seems to be the neighbor who owns the air strip.
alongside the way, one other homicide or provides to the intrigue and the damaging nature of
the chase, with the motion and affairs of the guts achieving crescendo velocity by way of book's
end.Freedman develops a very good plot with out enticing such a lot of characters we lose
track. The suspense is realistic, as are the avid gamers and their techniques and feelings. In
sum, we not just loved this novel immensely yet will search out his previous works soon. Enjoy!
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